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OPEN LETTER 

Dear: Customer! 

 

Firstly, Thanh Tung 2 Co., Ltd. would like to extend our warmest wishes for 

good health and the utmost respect to our valued customers! 

We also express our sincere gratitude to those customers who have, are currently, and will 

allow us to be your companion as well as for the trust and support you have given to our 

business activities and services.  

Thanh Tung 2 Co., Ltd. is a leading enterprise in the field of recycling various types of 

waste (ordinary industrial waste, hazardous waste), creating economically efficient products 

that have gained widespread recognition nationwide. Our products include plastic sheeting, 

rubber tiles, block tiles from waste mud, fuel pellets, and more. Thanh Tung 2 is actively 

responding alongside the community to a circular economy model, creating green products 

towards Net Zero, in line with the global call. Vietnam is among the top countries expected 

to achieve Carbon neutrality by 2050. 

Currently, Thanh Tung 2 Co., Ltd. is pleased to introduce to your esteemed company our 

new products and technologies. These products will help your company and partners using 

various types of batteries, lithium batteries, dry batteries, and water batteries to be 

"RENEWED, REUSED" using modern Australian technology (Electro-pulse rejuvenation 

technology for batteries). 

 

This technology has the following outstanding features: 

- Absolutely no use of additives or chemicals in the traditional sense, employing a new 

technology 

-  Does not disperse any types of waste or emissions that impact the environment, posing 

no harm to humans. 

- High economic efficiency, increasing the lifespan of batteries by 80-90% compared to new 

batteries. 

- Regeneration time within 20 hours.. 

 

The conditions for optimal battery regeneration are as follows: 

- The battery must be replaced within 6 months. 

- It should not be damaged, cracked, or have loose post connections 

http://www.thanhtung2.com/


-  Each regenerated product will be labeled with a first-time, second-time, and so forth 

regeneration sticker (Stickers issued by Thanh Tung 2 Company). 

 

Battery Regeneration, Restoration Diagram:

 

 

With this technology, our company earnestly hopes for the support and collaboration of 

valued partners, businesses, and citizens in order to reduce carbon emissions into the 

environment, minimize harmful chemicals for human health, ensure safety for laborers, 

enhance economic efficiency, and save money that would otherwise be invested in energy. 

By doing so, we aim to make our country's environment greener and safer day by day. 

Currently, our company has collection points at various stores nationwide that sell the 

recycled products of Thanh Tung 2 Company. Before receiving recycled products, our 

technical staff will conduct inspections and provide advice for the optimal regeneration of 

each item. Items that cannot be regenerated will be collected based on mutual agreement to 

be processed in accordance with the recycling technology licensed by the Ministry of 

Environment for our company. 

We eagerly anticipate the interest and collaboration of our customers, partner companies, 

and the general public. 

For further inquiries, your esteemed company may contact us using the following 

information: 

- Phone: 02513.961.449 - Website: http://www.thanhtung2.com 

- Mobile:  - 0901.552.273 (Mr. Lộc – CEO ) 

- 0936.327.328 (Mr. Trung - Factory Manager ) 

- 0933.706.973 (Mr. Vũ - Technical Supervisor ). 
       BEST REGARDS! 

                                                                                                        FACTORY DIRECTOR 

                                                                                                            BÙI XUÂN HÙNG 
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